Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

Word
slake

v. [satisfy (thirst, desire, etc.)] quench
Analogy: slake : thirst :: gratify : desire

slew

n. [a large number or amount] heap; mass; plenty; scad; spate;
stack

paucity

sloth

1.

1.

2.

n. [a disinclination to work or exert oneself] laziness;
lethargy; indolence; torpidity
n. [a slow moving tree dwelling mammal of South and
Central America]

industry

Analogy: slothful : assiduity :: rakish : restraint
slovenly

adj. [careless in appearance, habits, work, etc.] slipshod;
frowzy

methodical; tidy; natty;
dapper

Analogy: slovenly : dapper :: indulgent : abstain
slur

1.
2.

smirk

v. [to speak in an insulting manner] disparage; belittle;
discredit; slander; asperse
v. [to speak indistinctly] blur; mumble; garble

v. [to smile in a conceited, knowing or self-satisfied manner]
grin; leer; simper
Analogy: smirk : smugness :: sneer : derision

smug

adj. [excessively complacent or self-satisfied with one’s
achievements, morality, etc.] complacent; conceited;
vainglorious; self-righteous

modest; retiring; reserved

Analogy: gloat : smug :: primp : vain
snicker

n. [a disrespectful, half stifled laugh] giggle; snigger

snivel

1.
2.

solicitous ®

adj. [full of anxiety, concern and attention] concerned; tender;
devoted

unconcerned; inattentive

sophisticated

1.

1.

2.

v. [to have mucus running from the nose] snuffle
v. [to complain in a tearful manner] whine; whimper; gripe

adj. [having or appealing to those having worldly knowledge
and refinement] refined
adj. [highly complex, refined or developed] advanced;
complicated; involved

2.

naïve; callow;
provincial; bucolic
loutish

Analogy: ingénue : sophistication :: cynic :: trustfulness
sophomoric

adj. [overconfident of knowledge but poorly informed and
immature] immature; inexperienced; reckless

mature

soporific ®

adj. [causing sleep or marked by sleepiness] somnolent;
somniferous; drowsy; hypnotic

stimulant; provocative;
exhilarating; invigorating

Analogy: soporific : sleep :: vaccinating : immunity
spangle

n. [a small piece of shiny metal used to decorate clothing]
sequin

spasmodic

adj. [occurring in spells and often in an abrupt manner] fitful;
intermittent; irregular

spat

n. [a brief, petty quarrel or dispute] squabble; quarrel;
altercation; bickering

specious ®

adj. [seeming to be sound, logical, etc. without actually being so]
plausible; beguiling; deceptive; ostensible
Analogy: specious : authenticity :: incredulous : believability

spectre

n. [a ghost] apparition; phantom

valid; veritable

